Bay Quilters Block of the Month –
Reverse Applique
Reverse Applique is when you cut away the ‘background’ fabric, to reveal the ‘feature’ fabric
below it. This month we will applique hot air balloons. Find yourself some fun balloon
fabric, and something that looks like a basket.
Background: 10” square of sky blue fabric.
Hand piecing:
Trace the location of your hot air balloons onto your sky fabric. With right
side up, place a square of ‘balloon’ fabric under the traced balloon, and tack
or pin in in place. A light box helps – here you can see that the balloon,
basked and sky fabric are right side up, with the balloon fabric behind the sky
fabric.

Carefully cut away the ‘sky’ fabric from the centre of the
balloon, leaving a ¼” border. Snip the edge occasionally
to make sure it will lie flat.

Then fold the seam allowance under. I put a thin line of fabric glue along
the seam to hold it while I sewed the seam down.
Stitch the sky fabric to the feature fabric as you would your binding.
Trim the basket/balloon fabric to be ¼” larger than your stitched seam.
Machine Piecing:
This method of machine piecing will leave raw edges, but they shouldn’t
fray.
The start is the same. Trace your shape onto the sky fabric, pin/tack your
feature fabric right sides up, behind the sky fabric and either pin or baste
it (see top image above). You may want to add a layer of interfacing to
support the sewing stitch.
Now stitch around the outline of the shape three times with a small
stitch. I used my Applique / free motion foot. Sewing around the shape
multiple times will ensure that it does not fray.
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Now carefully cut away the sky fabric as close to the
sewn line as you can. Use a small sharp pair of scissors,
and take care not to cut the background fabric.

Once all the pieces are applique’d, consider adding the balloon lines using embroidery stitch
(running stitch), or straight line stitch on your sewing machine. Mine looks like this:

If you make a few of these, the quilt would resemble this one I found on the net.
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